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Ice storms close University

Overman remains Editor after inquiry

uc Chief of Business Affairs

uc Chief of Business Affairs

by Phtup J. Thicken

On Friday, February 11, classes
at SSU were canceled due to an ice
stonn late Thursday night and Friday morning that blanketed Scioto
County with as much as hairan inch
oftreacherous ice. It was announced
on local radio on Friday morning
that SSU was on a two hour delay,
but soon after being notified of the
conditionsoftheUniversitygrounds
and of the severe weather emergency, Provost A.L. Addington decided to close the University at
9:40am.
Addington stated that he would

have closed ·the University sooner
that morning had he been properly
notified by local officials, such as
ODOT or the County Sheriffs Offlee, of the weather emergency.
This was the sixth day in this
quarter on which classes have been
canceled due to extreme weather
conditions.
Mer the record snowfall on tbe
night ofJanuary 16th, which closed
the college for four days straight,
the instructors were told to make up
themissedclasstimeindependently
because the school was not prepared
to make any plans to extend the
quarter.

Senator running for re-election ·
By Becky Fugate

uc Staff Writer

Next, he spoke about children
Monday, Feburuary 14, Ohio and sound education, stating, "EduState Senator Jan Michael Long cation is a right." Education was
announced his bid for re-election to step one of Senator Long's plans. In
office. The announcement was made explaining step two, he spoke of
at the Scioto County Courthouse, in sound economic bases, stating that
Judge Walter Lytton'scourtroom at people need jobs. He has collaborated on a bill titled "The Appala4:30p.m.
,
The Senator began by talking chian Jobs Project," in which he has
about what solutions he has in mind set aside state funded money for
for the problems that Scioto county building more job and industry siteS._;
building 'speck' buildings; providresidents face.
"I try to find out what solutions ing a detailed training program.to be
you think will work. These are the set up in the Department of Develsolutions that work the best. Be- opment, especially in the field of
cause you, the people, are the ones exports; and to set upan apprenticewho sit in the senator's seat, not I. It ship program.
The senator also attacked the
is your office of state senate, not
crimnal justice system issue: "We
mine."
Mr. Long spoke about construc- have to make some swift and dration of highways in the area, and matic changes in this system. Prisabout issue 2-the re-building of oners should not be entitled to a free
college education while our resiwater and sewer systems.
dents of the middle
class struggle just to
get through one quarter. We are using too
much money for the
building and renovating of state institutions, when our
schools can hardly afford to buy the text
books that they need.
Finally, we need to
elevate the rights of
victims, because victims should have constitutional rights."
Senator Long,
who has been in the
Senate seat for over
seven years now, will
State Senator Jan .Michael Long
be out campaigning
discusses his new ca.,npaign with
for the primary polls
UC Chief of Production Jay Arr
Henderson
in March.

-

By Philip J. Thicken

UC Edito! ~rian J. (?ve~n s~ill
holds the ~ition ofEditor-m-Chief
of Shawnee_ s st~dent-run_ news paper: Th~ Un_iversity Chronicle, after
an m~m'?' mto whether he met all
the cnte_na t? hold that J?OSt.
The mquiry_began "'.ithDr. Paul
Crabtree, ~he Vice-Pre~identofStuden~ Affairs,
th~n mvo~ved Dr.
Styhan~s~dJiyanms, ~hairman of
thePubhca~ons Committee, and_Dr.
Mark L. ~ira~llo, Facul_ty Adviser
to The University Chrorucle. .
. Overman was n~r officia_lly
iiu:ormed as to the topic of t_he mqmry, but he speculates that 1t concerned a number of zeros that were
incorrectly placed on his transcript

after he was not properly
deregistered for a quarter for which
he registered but for which he. did
not pay any fees. Ovennan stated
that he was very upset that his transcript and financial record were being reviewed without his consent.
When asked if this inquiry was
related toa numberofarticles in the
paper which reported accusations
made by suspended Bursar John
Welton. Welton claimed that he was
framed by other members of the
Administration and that the Administration was trying to break up the
Faculty Union. Crabtree said "I admit the timing would be lousy, but
there is no connection between me
and the business office." Crabtree
then said that the inquiry was to

ensurethatOvermanwaseligibleto
be editor after letters were sent in
regarding a fiction piece that some
readers interpreted as "sexist."
The decision was made that
Ovennan would remain editor for
this quarter. If he meets the requirements for editorship, he can reapply
for that post in the spring.
"I can not speculate as to why
this inquiry was started, but I do feel
that it was inappropriate and possibly unethical for members of the
university community to review my
academicandfinancialrecordswithout my consent or notification,"
Overman said.
The University Chronicle will
continue to investigate the polices
and procedures used in this inquiry.

the Ohio River near Ravenswood
ended up going into nowhere. This
will be the first spur of a three-phase
project. I'm very appreciative to see
that take place. I think, because we
realized that,at the state level, we had
tocommitresourceshere,andl'mnot
ashamed to say that I realized that it
tookavotecommitmentonmypartto
say, "Yes, I will vote YES to increase
thegasolinetaxtoraisetherevenueto
do it."
UC: Was that a difficult decision
to get through?
JL: Wedidthatasan Appalachian
delegation, actually. We stood together, a number of us that represent
the twenty-eight-now twenty-nine
counties ofAppalachia-and we said,
"Okay, if we stand together, we carry
as much clout as all the seats from
ClevelandandalltheseatsfromCincinnati." And wecandeliverthevotes
but we expect. some revenue for these
important projects in return.
Tiiere'sbeenotherissuesthathave
arisen, usually in the legislative process, where we've had to respond to
particular challenge. In almost every
budget-cycle-financial assistance is
giventoourlibrarysystemundersomething called OVAL: the Ohio Valley
Area Library-seemsalways tobechallenged in the budget. It 'salways set to
be axed. It's supplemental library
funds.It really helps some of the Iibraries provide bookmobile services,
or book mail-in services. This program really reaches out and helps
provide books reading opportunities
for the very rural populace. It's a
tremendous service. We had to really
jump to their rescue on just about
every budget-cyc;;le.
Morerecently,anewjudgeshipas
created for domestic relations court
here in Scioto County. For some odd
reason, some folks in the Senate did

not feel comfortable that the bill con-

Chronicle interviews Jan Michael Long
by Jay Arr Henderson

uc Chief of Production

. On Monday, February 14, Senator Jan Michael Long visited the offices ofthe University Chronicle. The
visit was part of the kickoff to his
reelection campaign and preceded
his announcement of his decision to
run for reelection Jo the office he
cunentlyholds.
UC: How did you decide to run
again? Was there any temptation to
walk away from politics?
JL: No, not really. The past eight
years I've really enjoyed the work
I've heen involved in. Not only have
I acquired quite a few friendships in
thecountiesl'verepresented,butl've
had the kind offriendships that have
helped me fashion solutions to local
or community problems.
Becausethatkindofpuzzle-solving activity is enjoyable to me, I
decided that I should go for another
term.
UC: Looking back on your last
tenn, do you see any major accomplishments on your part? Have you
been able to get through any legislation that you felt was really important?
JL: I think so. When I look back
to when Ifirst announced in 1986, I
specifically pointed out several areas
that I think needed some attention in
Southeastern and Southern Ohio.
There were a number of highway
projects that were "on the~helf," that
had not been completed. especially
inthemoreruralareas. Wesetoutto
move those projects along and we
have seen some pretty significant
development. Particularly the US 35
highway system in Gallia and Jackson Counties. We will -see
groundbreakingonahighwayproject
in Meigs County to serve what has
heretofore been called "The Bridge
to Nowhere." A bridge built to cross

tained thatjudgeship. There were also
a couple of other items that ,w:ren 't
popular. They put the bill on hold and
Ihadtoworkovertheweekendanddo
a littlebehind-thMcenesknockingon
doorsandmalclngsomecalls. I worked
in conjunction ,tith another Senator
who'snotevenamemberofmyparty.
It was a real bi-partisan effort. She
workedinsomeareaswhilelworked
in others; we both contacted both
Republicans and Democrats and we
were able to fashion enough votes to
carry the bill when we returned to the
Senate on Tuesday.
.
Therearethingslcandonowthat
I couldn't doeight years ago, because
now I know the processand I know the
personalities and I know the people I
work with are very comfortable with
meandrespectmyopinions.
UC: After eight years in the Senate, you feel at home there?
JL: Absolutely! I look at myself
now and I realize that I'm a much
different legislator than I was eight
years ago. I have a little bit more
historical perspective. If a bill comes
up today, it maybe the same issue that
we debated and decided in '87 or '88.
and I can say, "We discussed this
before and arrived at this conclusion.
Why are we discussing this again?"
It'salittleunusualtobeforty-one
years old and be a veteran, almost
senior, member of the Senate.
UC:You'vetalkedaboutwhatwe
call "infrastructure" a lot. Are you
familiarwithanyofourlocalprojects?
JL:Theemphasisinmyfirstcampaign was on roads, so I became involvedheavilyintheUS35andUS33
efforts. With the addition of Scioto
County to the 17th District, I've become involved with the I-73, 74 efforts.
Continued on page 7
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Scioto Free Tree Program and CAO p_lan for tree planting ___;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;..;;;;;;.

The Scioto Free Tree Program
(SFTP), a not-for-profit all-volunteerorganii.ationoo-directedbyStylianosHadjiyannis, an associate professor of Government at Shawnee
State University and Orin Cambell,
of the Scioto County Community
Action, will be, with volunteer help.
planting up to 9.,000 trees on an
abandoned strip-mined property in
Minford, Ohio on Saturday March
26.
The trees are donated to SFTP
by the Ohio Department of Natural
Resources Division of Reclamation
under an initiative called "Let's See
Trees" specifically earmarked for
properties such as the one the SFTP
identified in Minford. The owner of
the property, according to Cambell.
is Mr. Robert Staker, who has already agreed to the tree planting.
While the various coordination
factors of the planting activity are
siill being worked out, there is a
need to start a drive to seek voluntecrs who would be willing to spend
a few hours to actually plant the
trees. AccordingtoHadjiyannis, the
volunteers could be' SSU students.
"It would be nice to have about 200
students volunteering their time and
effort to plant the trees. The planting
day (March 26) is actually chosen

because it is between quarters and added that shovels would be the only
that should allow an even greater tools needed for volunteers to bring
numberofstudentstoparticipate . It along. One shovel for every two
would also be nice to have students volunteers should be enough. This
help in an event that would benefit, event should not be confused with
in a rather significant way, the well- the regular purpose of the SFTP,
being of the community at large"
Hadjiyannis said, which is to raise
Hadjiyannis said that he will be private donations and buy trees from
sendingaproposaltoJoeHarris, the state nurseries to hand out free of
Student Senate President, to see chargetoresidentsofSciotoCounty
whethertheSenatewouldbewilling for planting on private land every
to coordinate this event as far as Arbor Day at the end of April. Last
seeking student volunteers is con- April 26,000 trees were given away
cerned. Hadjiyannis also said that and this year the target is 50,000.
anyone from the University Com- · Donations to the normal purpose of
munity is welcomed to participate in the program can still be mailed to
planting a few trees. "The more PO Box 1525, Portsmouth, Ottio
people volunteer, the easier the whole 45662. Checks should be made out
project would be," Hadjiyannis said, to Scioto Free Tree Program. All
"but at the minimum, about 200 vol- donations are tax exempt. "Simply,"
unteers should take about 2 to 3 Hadjiyannis added, "when we behours on-site work to complete the came aware of the opportunity to
planting." Atthisstage, those wish- help plant up to 9,000 trees and
ing to volu~teercan contact Hadjiyannis at 355-2445 or leave a message that includes their name and
phone number.
Cambellsaidhewouldbechecking with the area schools to secure
The Faculty Academic Scholartransportation to bus volunteers to
the site from central gathering loca- ship Program, using funds contributed
tions in order to avoid as much as by faculty members to the "Crossing
possible overcrowding the Minford theThreshold"E~ntDrive, will
pr<>perty with private vehicles. He offer a $750 scholarship.
The minimum requirements for
the recipient of this award are l) i4
completed credit hours at SSU with
a GPA ofat least 3.5. 2) Currently
tion, to assure constant heat 1n the enrolled as a full-time student in a
event of a gas outage or furnace two or four year degree program in
trouble. He explained that, on rare which they are making steady
occasions, the furnace is fired with progress. 3) Demonstrate financial
oil for an hour to test the oil torching need. 4) Three letters of recommensystem. The initial flaming of the oil dation from full-time SSU faculty.
torches produced a heavy, brownish 5) Not a member of immediate famsmoke which was caught and held ily of full-time faculty member. 6)
Not be a previous recipient of the
close to the roofof the building by
scholarship.
freak wind conditions. This is the
Applications are available in the
smoke which was being observed by Financial Aid Office. You may leave
the party who turned in the alarm. your application, along with a 250
Crabtreeobservedthatthealarm may word statement of life aspirations
have been pulled by an unidentified and goals, with the Financial Aid
resident in a hallway, because se- office or Dr. Stylianos Hadjiyannis
niors are especially concerned with in Business Annex 138. Please mark
the urgency of fire in the residency. all applications "Faculty Academic
The reporter then visited the Scholarship Program."
Applications are accepted until
Portsmouth police station to see if
April
15, 1994. A ,winner will be
the patrol man at the scene or the fire
chosen by May 15, 1994.
dispatcher might need the follow-up
For further information, contact
details reported by the building mainDr. Stylianos Hadjiyannis at 355tenance engineer. The police desk 2445.
arranged a call to the Station One
fire dispatcher. The supervisor on
duty, Jim Statton, made a record of
the details, confirmed the incident
Ap.p alachians
as a " mistaken false alarm", and
who
are proud
thanked this reporter for cooperatof their culture.
ing.
Relieved to have recorded a
Interviewing
happy ending to the incident (confor appearance
sidering the location), I concluded,
in book.
·
in the words of a famous Medal Iion
Golden Book for Children, "The · Call 354-~269
happiest fire is the fire that's out!"

Faculty
scholarship
available

False alarm at Hempstead
by Jim Thomson
Uc Staff Writer

At 3:23 P.M. Monday, February
14, this reporter happened upon the
scene of a fire response at the rear of
Hempstead Medical Building
("Hempstead North"), the annex to
Hempstead Manor residential facility. Dark, acrid smoke poured across
the roof ofthe complex, creating the
appearance ofa big fire in the building. The police officer on the scene
and the pumper crew had not ascertained the source of the report. The
smoke suddenly disappeared, leaving the pumper and snorkel crewmen with a response and no fire.
The smaller fire engine turned
into the alley adjacent to Hempstead
Manor and firefighters inquired as
to the cause of the alarm and any
possible real fire. The building staff
confirmed a false alarm. This reporter suspected the smoke might
have originated from the modern,
low-level smoke stack to the rear of
the building. I inquired within. The
lady in charge of the floor reported
smelling the smoke. She summoned
the maintenance supervisor, Paul
Crabtree, to declare the "no fire"
status <>fthe sighting. Crabtree stated
that the cause of the heavy smoke
emission was a periodical testing of
the convertible heating system of the
building. Gas is the normal fuel, but
oil conversion is an automatic op-
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given the purpose of SFTP which is
precisely that, we were on the phone

the next minute calling for more •
information."

Dr. Martin Bertman
Artist and Philosopher
wiUpresent a lee.t u re titled

"Art and Excellence"
.

.

.

.

. ,.

.

.

Bertman, a forrtie.r Professor «>f Philosophy at New
York University a11d Foreign Docent at The Univ'ersity of Helsinky has been working in philosophy fetr
more _than 30 years. His art has been displayed in
private shows ln the us; Europe and Israel. Bertman,
editor of the Hobbes -Studies, whose work is now
being shown in Akron, ~hio \VIII make 'his presentation on

-in

February 28, 1994
Library 207 at
11:00am
This lecture is open to the public.

House of Hair j-ashions
and <ranninqSalon
1103 Gallia Street
Portsmouth, Ohio
353-3819

Acro$s froiJJ the Scioto Ribb~r

'Canning session:5 are now
available w_ith the new Wolff
<:f:anning !:jecis ar,d stand-up booth

12 sessions for $29.00
1 session for $4.00

·o pen

Tue!»day .. Saturday
Walk-ins welcome·!

I]

Celeron Square
The Off Campus, On Campus Donn

Convenient Furnished Apartments
Manager's Office - 230 Celeron Square
call Sandra G. Wilburn at
353-5405

.. Features
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Marine biology trip scheduled for Spring;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;.;;;;;;;;;;.;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~

by Kathi .Jo Arnold
UC C2py Edit2r
At the end of spring quarter
Julia Basham, SSU'sassistantprofessor of biological sciences, will
be leading an educational trip to
the Florida Keys. This trip is open
to anyone who would like to go
down to the Keys for a week and
experience the joy oflearning all
sorts of information concerning
marine biology.
Students will have a chance
to see various marine creatures
in their natural habitat.
Although the trip is open to
all students, it is suggested that
participants should have completed Biology I /Os .
Those who participate will

one evening will·be set
aside for a trip to Key
West.where students can
shop, visit Ernest
Hemingway' s home, and
even check out Jimmy
Buffet's Margarita ville.
This trip is scheduled
fortheweekofJune 2-9.
The cost is approximately $400 .00 , of

Fish Identification· Project" in
order to determine the distribution and abundance offish species
throughout the waters of Florida.
Along with working underwater,
the participants will also get to
observe other local communities
at Bahia Honda State Park. In these
areas, students will collect marine
algae and invertebrates for the collections at SSU. And of course,

r----,--- - - -- - -~ - -- - - - -- - - -- - ----.

spend time at the Florida Keys

National Marine Sanctuary and
will get to scuba-dive and snorkel on the coral reef. Also, they
will get to observe such varieties
of fish as parrotfish, snappers
and grunts.
Along with the various fish,
students will also have the opportunity to see various other
marine animals like dolphins,
lobsters, stingrays and sharks.
Those students who go on the
trip will participate in the "Reef

..__

SSU students who participated In last year's trip

_ __

_ _ _ __

_ __

_ _ _ __ __

_ _ __ __

which a deposit is due April
4th. People who go don' t
have to go for credit but
who would like to have
credit for the trip can sign
up for Biology 499 in the
spring. The 7-day trip is
worth4 credit hours, depending upon your participation, journal entries, and
__J
presentation given on acer-

tain ecological community. This
trip would be very much worth the
money and effort put forth and it
would be a wonderful learning experience for people who love the
ocean. If you would like more information concerning the trip and
what will be going on in more detail, feel free to contact Julia
Basham in Massie Hall, office
#319.

The
real facts aboutAIDS/HIV;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;~~~~~;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;~-by B. Barnett
uc Staff Writer

"I'm nervous."
"Don't worry. Everything' s going to be O.K."
Stacey held her hands together,
squeezing tighter as the blood rushed
from her veins.
"I'm so scared. I don 'tneed this.
I'm only 21 years old. 1still have to
finish school,..get married, and have
children someday."
Lisa sat amazed. What could she
tell her friend but "don't worry"?
She knew Stacey must be extremely
frightened, but Lisa couldn't take it
away.
" Stacey Sollett."
Stacey slowly rose from her seat.
She had trouble bringing her legs to
a sturdy position. The numbing feeling spread trough her body, while
her stomach knotted and twisted
tighter.
"Just have a seat in this room and
I'll be right back to explain the procedures and draw your blood."
She sat in a daze. How had this
happened? She recalled all the articles she had read and all the discussions she had heard on the subject: if
only she had listened and took the
precautions. It was no use. Her
mind throbbed as she realized it was
her own ignorance that might cause
her death.

"Are you readyr'
Startled, Stacey turned from the
wall and laid her hands on her chest.
Tears began to build in her eyes as
she drew up the sleeve of her shirt.
Although this story may seem
grim and unlikely, it happens everyday in large cities like New York and
small towns like Portsmouth.
According to The Lancet magazine, England' s medical studies on
the HIV virus show that up to February 1993, twenty percent of the reported cases have been heterosexual
related, and the report estimates that
by 1995-19% the number could increase by 35 to 40 percent in heterosexual relations. This increase shows
the largest number increasing in
women.
After the past few years of reading and studying the AIDS issue I
realized that even though I'm heterosexual I still am at risk. The
general feeling that AIDS is "not a
disease I can catch because I have a
girlfriend or boyfriend" is wrong!
· New studies in the United States
are confirming the ideas that AIDS
cases contracted through heterosex-ual relationsareincreasing. During 1991 in the United States cases
derived from total heterosexual relations increased 21 percent. Reports are also passing ideas that there

may be new infections that are not
like IDV but have effects are as
deadly.(Journal of American Medical Association)
What does all this mean? Its a
reality check for most. No matter
who you are or what your sexual
preference is, you still can be infected from the disease. And it may
seem like an old message being
preached again, but accordingtostatistics people are still taking the risk
of contracting AIDS trough sexual
intercourse even though most of our
culture is aware of the danger.
The Journal of the American
Medical Association reports that in
1989, "TheCentersforDiseaseControl and Prevention, the National Institutes of Health, and the Food and
Drug Adminfstration reviewed with
the Surgeon General the scientific
data based on which condoms were ·
recommended as part of a national
strategy to prevent transmission of
the human immunodeficiency
virus(HIV)." (June 9, 1993-Vol.
269 No. 22 pg. 2840)
However, even after ad campaigns from AIDS awareness
groups to clothing manufacturers,
the percentage of condom use has
only increased a few percent.
For example: in Stacey's case,
by not using a condom she may

have been infected by a previous
boyfriend. Even if it was her first
time having sex-ual intercourse, it
may have been his seventh, or vice
versa. Each time two people take
the chance of having unprotected
sex with a different partner the number of potential AIDS victims rises.
Maybe your argument is that the
two of you have been together for
several years. The past is still the
past. Without a blood test no one
can be sure they're safe.
Is there a cure? Al though there
is a dim chance that there may be a
cure in the near future, tbe only
steps can be taken by you for your
safety. First, a condom should alW3}'.S be used during sex unless
you're in a monogamous relation
where both are HIV-negative. Sex
is not threatem:d by the condom. It
won't stop procedure but it may
prevent the spread of AIDS. Secondly, sex doesn't always have to
be part of dating. Wait until you
know one another better and have
more time to think about what you're
doing. Third, don't mix drinking
with first time dating at parties or
other functions. With the high risk
of date-rape, the risk runs even

higher with the AIDS factor. Lastly,

one can always look at AIDS objectively. Practicing abstiIJence is also

an alternative. I'm not suggesting
one become a nun or hermit just to
escape AIDS, nor am I suggesting
one never have sex. I simply mean
keep yourself aware and set standards for yourself. Ke;ep yourself
protected.
Ignorance is the worst spread er
of AIDS. We must keep people
informed and protect ourselves from
AIDS whether it be through condoms
or abstinence. You are the only
person that can keep yourself from
contracting the virus.

Writers
Wanted!
Bob Boldman, a l~l_
author, would like to announce that WRITE, a
local writers' group, is
seeking new members,
published or unpublished.

rI'he next meeting
will •be Thursday
February 24 in
the Flohr
Lecture Hall.
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Reader responds to criticism of "Self-Preservation"
University Community;
Rarely have I been so irate about
something I have read in The University Chronicle as I was after reading
Marcia Tackett's "respectfully submitted" letter lo The University
Chronicle staff (2-8-9-0. I fdt compelled to respond
As well as questioning Mr. .
Heooerson 's ethics, Mrs. Tackett questions the males of The University
Chronicle staff as to the sharing ofMr.
· Henderson's"se.'1St"views.Ms. Tackett
also notes that 9 ofthe top positions on
the newspaper staff are occupied by
males, including the faculty advisor.
Inmyexperience(asaformerstaff
member) the male members of the
staff have alw.iys been courteous, polite, open-minded and encouraging. I
have never found myself (or any other
women) victims of derogatory jokes,
remarks, comments or innuendos.

Consider how men must feel after
being depicted as people who would
call out, "Hey you! Commere baby!"
Or how any of the members of the
• local motorcycle clubs would feel if
compared to "a group of men on mean
motorcycles" who "whooped and
hollered wlgarly." And although I am
blonde, I took no offense at Becky
Fugate's "Husbands and wives
screamed ruthlessly at each other over
some discovered mistress, . maybe
blonde." Should I have taken it more
personally, questioning Ms. Fugate's
ethics after presuming to mention mistresses and blondes in the same sentence? Oh! Since it is on the fiction
page it is not supposed to be taken
seriously.
- Ms. Tackettmayhaveforgottento
read Mr. Henderson's article on "The
Removal of Sexism from Language"
(1-11-94). Or any of his articles on
Native Americans and their activities

around our area, including the new
scholarship announced? Who was
there when GROW (GeneratingRealistic Opportunities for Women) offices moved? (4-12-93).
Mr. Henderson has written informative, thoughtful articles, including
those on the Pixley Lectures, rnv/
AIDS, The Appalachian Festival, d<r
mestjcviolence, the Holocaust and the
Child Assault Preventipn (CAP) pr<r
gram

Harris brings good news

···February16
. Brown Bag Lu~h Series
Big Boy's Traditional Roles arid
Values
·.
Fred Powell
Micklethwai te Hall
·· l:00-2:00pm
Philosophy in Film
Silent Classics:
Westof Zcmzibar
The General
Library 207
.6:00pm

February 18
African-American Awareness

Corrections

.

. .

.

'"'

Kendall D'Andrade's· Philosophy in Film class in is open
tothepublic.Thec\ass\akesplace
1 Wednesdays 6pni,,J Opm in the
·SSU Library, room 20.7. For a
I complete list of the films being

.

· Diversity, Development, Dignlty ·
Sherlon P. Brown
Flohr Lecture Hall
.6:00pni

i,,. February 19
Men's Basketball
SSUv. Walsh
Activities Center
3:30pm

February 21
Health Care Forum
Congressman Ted Stricldaild
Micklethwaite Room
Special Reception 5:00-6;30pm
Forum 6:30-8:30pm

. Diana Ulsh
SSUStudent
Former UC Staff Writer

University Co~munity
Announcements.

University Community:
As Student SenatePrt19ident, I have found that therearesomethingsyou
hate to tell people. Well, this message is not one of those things ...
Shawnee State University WON Blood Donor 1994.
In one day, Shawnee Stale University gave 119 pints of blood. In two
days, Morehead State University gave 128 pints of blood. Thanks again to
all oflhose who made this event a success.
Joe Harris
Studen.t Senate President

··u niversity fommunily
Calendar of Events

.

In the February 15, 1993 issue of
The University Chronicle in "A Call
for Volunteer Writers" Mr. Henderson says, "The trouble is the world is
such a aazy place today, it's sometimes difficult to tell the humor columns from the headlines." I did not
take that literally, though, as I am sure
Mr. Henderson meant it tongue in
cheek.
IfMs. Tackettwasatalllamiliarwith
Mr. Henderson's worlc, she would realiz.ethataswellasbeinga fine reporter, he

has an incredible sharp wit
PerhapswhenMs. Tackettw.isreadingthestaftlistingshefailed tonaicethe
small paragrap~ above it, which read
"Opinions~ in the newspaper
are not necessarily those of the advisor,
Universitypersonnel, orthe University."
Ifthe average reader doesn't understand this, then this University am this
community are in serioos trouble.
If Ms. Tackett had submitted her
original draft Mr. Overman \\OUld have
printed it with minimal editing.
ThestaffofThe UnwersityCJronicle
is.fair, unprtjudicedaooctearly"with it"
Remember, a great deal <:f Mr.
Henderson's articles are humoroos.
Pleac;e take them as such and direct the
energy of anger ton-.ud a real problem
such as hunger, crime, poverty, abuseor
homelessness.

has been rescheduled for Friday,
February 19 at 8:00pm in Massie
Hall Audi\orium.
.
, A new casb givtaway is being · •·
co-,sponsored by the Atletic and ··
Intramural Coniailttee and . the
•presented, see .the Caiendar of $SU Athleticll09~.~ Tick~~
Events or contact>Dr. Kendall $100:00 each/ ~nd eachticket ad-,
D'Andrade. at 355-240L'Every~ mitstwopers,mstothegame, '.'(ou
·•one is welcome. .
. neednotbepresenttowin:Only200 .
· Aluinni Cheerleader Day at .tickets will be solcLTher-e will be zo •·
$SU is February I~.
iriforma~ $100 winners arid one $5()()()d()Jlar .
tion contactLois Rasea0.55-2543. winner, A speqalgrajn~tituile4raw.· · Spring QuarterRegist~ticHi ing for $500 :Will beJield foi all non- .
for a.11 students wi..llbe
.. h.eld M.·on.- winning tick~~- Thej:1ckpot~a"'-.·.·
day, l'.ebruary 7 .. Thursday ~rch ing wit I be held February I.9th at the i
18, 1994. Late RegistrationwiU men's basketball ga,ne. The game
be held March 29 in the Activities begins at 3: 30pm and tbe <trawing
c ··
·· ·
will be held at ~:()()pm: For more .
. et~~ Board of Trustees Stu., information, pl~~gilfPa( Moore
dent Member a:1,pUcatio.-d~ad., at . 355-2i08 JofuiValentine at · •
line has been extendedto Noon, 355-2415. ........ . f
··•·•·.. . . ·•
Friday, February 25, Registered · ., Thegraduatesetninar.' 'Bridf
Ohio Voters in good academic ing . the Gender Gtp" has/ been .
:standing and planning to auend rescheduledforFebnaary26,1994
SSU through Spring 96 should in the Flohr ~ure HalLF<frmore
1
information 1:0ntact Ad~ C3ampis .
International . Stiident at 355-2370.
· · · ··.··•·•·· ·•·••••·• . .. ··
app
Club has been fonri.edfor.stu. The annual J.olJ}~a~,i~~hecl- .
dents at Shawnt(StateUnl~er.. uled for February 23,1994. The .
.sity. For more informatioricon- officeofCounselingandCareerSertact Matt Matthews 355-2276. vices hopes to hav~~Q-100 possible
The Chili Cook.:Offwinner employers 011 i;:ampus during this
is... The Job Connection group. day~ interviews ha.ye been esiab- .
Thanks to the Committee of Nine lished from 10:()()am until 4:00pJD.
for sponsoring the event, and to all Graduating student$ interested in inthose who participated and voted terviewing should sign up by Februin the event.
·
·'·
ary 18. Thedisplayareawil!beopen
The Gospelfe9' for African- from 10:00am until 2:00pm in the
American Awareness Program Sports Center.

are ·.

for

or

l~

at

In an effort to insure the accuracy
In a photo accompanying a story
ofallarticlesappcaringin The Univer- titJed "Rollerblading or Ice Hockey
sity Chronicle, the following correc- anyone?" Dr. Anthony J. Dzik should
tions have been recognized from the
be identified as an Associate ProfesTuesday, February 8, 1994 edition of
sor of Geography.
The UC.
In a photo accompanying an arIn an article titJed, "Eyewitness
ticletitled,
"SSUHomecomingDance
confirms Bursar's testimony" Jo
Kinnison-Yelley was incorrectly '94" Jeffrey Suter's name was misNext Week: B .ack by popular demand!
quoted as being in the snack area in . spelled.
Massie Hall. Kinnison-Yelley actuWeregrelanyinconveniencethese
Philip ··Manson.. Thieken
allywitnessedeventsinthesnackarea errors may have caused readersof71re
·
··
UniversityChronicle.
Ent::ert::ainrhent:: at: it::s best:!
near Printing and Graphic Services.

...!===================:;:::====:::

•

Bits and Pieces
A <or an}

uc Staff Report

Editor's Note:
lt is a horrible thing to see a
writertrapped in theabyssofWriter's
Block. That comment does not refer
to the column of that name, by one
Mickey Brown, which is presently
carried by this paper. It also does not
refer to the column of that name, by
Ms. Karen Wilson, formerly carried
by this paper. It refers to a horrible
and insidious disease which affects
the minds of brilliant people. Somehow it also managed to affect Mr.
Henderson.
For several days, he has been

madness, I'm not that desperate.

to say about Miss Austen has taken
its toll. After several days of effort,
his eyes were bloodshot, his health
was nearly ruined, and he was incapable of speaking a coherent sentence. And he had come up with
nothing more than, "l read somewhere that she had a nice body."
He is now little more than a
-battered wreck ofa man. And, while
some say this is an improvement
over whatever he was formerly, I
personally feel that any wretch, no
matter how far down the road to
total madness he has traveled, can
come back and be a useful and productive member of society.
Ac c O rd:

The Art of Plagiarism
(No go. Brian says this title has
already been used.)
A Native American Reveals An
lm1,ortant Truth
Whitepeople really suck.
Eyes on Jamaica
Jamaica is undergoing.an importantphaseinitstransitionfromthirdworld country to developed nation.
But if the whole island sank into
the ocean tomorrow, who would
care?

dude. Would the living embodiment
of God be ugly? Then again, if we
look at the Apocryphal Gospels,
there are several physical descriptions of Jesus and none of them are
real flattering. Ifyou '11 notice, there
aren't any descriptions of Jesus in
the Books we "accept." Do you suppose there's a connection there? Because there isn't any connection between all thisandRastafarians, which
is what I started writing about and
I'm terribly sorry and it won't happen again.

B Stung!
Why are dumb and comb spelled
with b's?
No, I'm not writing an article

rr--------------------------------------------;;;;;;i

trapped in deep despair. It has been ingly, ltoldhim
horribleforallconcemedtoseehim that I felt he
sitting in front of a blank computer should suspend \
screen,grimacingandcontortinghis his history of
body into strange and unnatural theEnglishlitshapesashelaboredtobringfortha erature and
coherent thought.
write someApparently, thediseasewas trig- thing else for a
gered several days ago when he met while. I hoped
b
a professor ofEnglish who had just that by placing
Y
. finished reading Installment Three him in a posiJay Arr Henderson
of Mr. Henderson's seemingly in- tion where he
terminable series ofcolumns on the would be under
hiSlory ofEnglish Literature. It
no pressure but would have the
that_ Mr. Henderson had ~kipped freedomtowriteanythinghewished,
:;econd Try on
strm~ht o,·c~ Jane Austen without a · I could help him to get the creative
Jamaica
mention. This professor, through un- juices flowing once again.
Alas, it was too late. The strain
known means, was able to extract
Jane Austen couldn't write her
from Mr. He~derson a p~omise t~t of finding something good to say
way
out ofa convertible with the top
he ~uld wnte a short bit of praise about the most boring writer, after
down.
for Miss >:usten. He returned to these Proust, in the history of literature
offices with the look of a hunted had broken him.
Jamaica's Enormous
beast. He was heard to mutter under
He has made a number of atMistake
his breath several times, "But she tempts to begin a column in the last
sucks. She really, really sucks."
few days but has seldom gotten beJamaica is presently considering
Mr. Henderson. being a man of yond the first couple of sentences.
changing its national language from
honor. dutifully made an attempt to
In the interest of scientific obfulfill his obligation. He went to the servation and for the benefit of our Standard English to Jamaican Crelibrary and returned to the news of- many Psychology majors, we are ·ole. This is a horrible mistake as
fices with copies of Miss Austen's presenting these bits and pieces. tourists will not be able to read the
Pride and Prejudice, Emma, and They are a moving record of th~ street signs. They will try to find a ,
Northanger Abbey. He read through- disintegration of a once fine intel- night club and end up in the local
chapter ofHell 's Angels.
out the dav and as night fell, he lect.
Think about it. Would you go
rubbed his eyes and proclaimed,
back
to a place where there were
"This is even worse than the first
signs
saying
Ratt Tums Purrmittit?
time I read it."
The Manly
When this correspondent left the
Art of Breastfeeding
Chronicle offices at eleven o'clock,
A Comment on
Mr. Henderson was staring at the
While breasts, as a rule, don't
AIDS Awareness Week
computer and muttering, "This eat much, it is important that they
wench couldn't write a grocery list. have the correct diet. Lettuce and
AAAAAaaaaaaaaaa
She couldn't write directions to the carrots are the
hhhhhhhhhhhh!
milkman."
When this reporter arrived at the
A Short History
, JoanofArc'sLastWordsUpon
Chronicle offices the nex1 morning,
of Mongolian Literature
Burned at the Stake
Being
Mr, Henderson, likeHeathcliffeoutAAAAaaaaaaaasideKathy'swindow, was inexactly
There is none.
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhh!
the same position, muttering, "She
(Sorry.)
'
couldn't write her name. She couldn't
The Great Sock God
write a Harlequin romance. She
and Where socks Go
The Fatal Flaw
couldn't fill in forJosh Ramey. She
in the Washing Machine
of Rastafarianism
couldn't write her way out ofa paper
bag."
No, even in the throes of total
Haile Selassie was a real ugly
His quest to find something good

A. View from
the Che.ap.
Se.ats

seems
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.Henders.on'sView

about English. 1
had
enough
trouble trying to
figure out the Jamaican. Anyway,
theywouldjustsay
"ceme
and
dwnm."

----The
Hindu
Religion

Do you ever
wonder ifRay A. Kroc had any Hindu
friends?
Welfare Mothers

the University held Condom Day in
the Student Center. There, they
passed out free condoms to everyone. It was hot and there was a turgidity to the air, like that found on
hot, sultry days in the deep South.
Sweat ran down cheeks and dropped
into bodices.
Suddenly there was a loud yell
and one of the top SSU administrators ran past the information desk,
stripping off his shirt and yelling,
"Abandon clothing, it's Woodstock
all over again!"

The Toughman Contest
We'd ALL Like to See
I had a horrible dream last night.
I dreamed President Clinton and
BobDole duked it out in the
Toughman competition. Clinton
won, but Dole claimed to have ~n
hit with a roll of quarters Clinton
had concealed in his trunks. "l noticed the bulge but I thought the
President was just glad to see me,"
Dole stated, just before a band of
State Highway Patrolmen came to
arrest him. Dole later claimed they
had beaten him severely about the
head and neck with that same roll of
quarters.
Chronicle Columnist
Gets "Disappeared"

T~sday February 15, Jay Arr
Henderson was reciting the first
amendment in the Chronicle newsroom when those same State Highway Patrolmen showed up to arrest
him and they beat him about the
head and neck with that same roll of
quarters. As Mr. Henderson's limp
body was dragged out the door, he
The Art of Bodypiercing
was heard to mutter the word, "SelfPreservationl"
If Lorena Bobbitt would have
Mr. Henderson's present wherehad her tongue sharpened, she could abouts are unknown, but his friends
have given her husband fellatio and on the Chronicle miss him terribly.
done the job just as well.
We here at The Chronicle
susppect that the last few entries
may not have been Mr. Henderson's
A Comment on
work at all. We believe they were
Television Violence
written by other staffers in an attempt to help Mr. Henderson meet
It's time we took violence off the his word quota. The fact that Mr.
television and put it-back on the ice Henderson is referred to in the third
rinks where it belongs.
person was our first clue.
In any case, Mr. Henderson is
Beavis and Butthead
said to be resting comfortably and
Interview Michael Jackson
we all hope--or at least, suspectthat he will~ back with us shortly,
Beavis: So, Michael, we hear pounding out columns and features,
pissing off Republicans, and generyou're like, into young dudes?
Michael: Are you feeling lucky, ally raising hell.
Butthead?
.
On theother hand, ifhe sank into
the ocean tomorrow. who would
Condom Day at SSU
care?
Today.on Valentine'sday 1994,
We've got to get these welfare
people out of the Ritz-Carleton and
back in big cardboard boxes where
they belong.
(Sorry, everyone. I've been reading too many Ramey articles.)
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IsWeAmerica
still under God?=================
live in a society where people
current interpretations of the Free- ded.ine in morals and values when les-

arescaredoftheir neighbors and their
neighborhood. We live in a society
today where some people cannot, for
good reason, trust absolutely anyone,
while others do nor care about one
another: There isa growing number of
people out there that will rob, rape,
and kill you and not give it a second
thought. In short, people just don't
care anymore.
What, if anything, can be done to
correct this lunacy? What can we
Americans possibly do? Where did
we go wrong? What wrong tum did we
make to lead us down this road to selfdestruction?
The path of eventual chaos began
about thirty years ago around the time
when the Left began its successful
assaulton religion, especially religion
in schools. What liberals unknowingly
accomplished was todestroytheJudeoChristian valueson which this country
was founded. Almost every successful society has had some form of religion in it to provide moral and social
guidance. We must return to those
same Judeo-Christian morals our
Founding Fathers believed in to help
put this violent chapter in America's
history to a close. To quote the great
Rush Limbaugh, "America needs more
uxff"
Don't get me wrong, I, in no way,
want ~o imply that the only way to rid
this country ofits moral problems is to
have everybody go to a Christian
chwch every Sunday and believe in
the Christian religion (or any other
religion). What I do have every intention of saying is that the people of
American must return to the values
and virtues that coincide with all denominations of the Judeo-Christian

spectrum. This goesforboth religious value base is centered on a misreading
and non:religious people. Personally, oftheFirstAmendmentFree-Exercise
I have not stepped inside a church in ClauseandEstablishmentClause. The
roughly 7 years, so I can only speak of Free-Exercise and Establishment
the social qualities that go hand-in- Clauses state that "Congress shall make
no law respecting the establishment of
hand with religion.
In the last thirty years, liberal orga- religion, or prohibiting the free exernizations, like the ACLU, have man- cise thereof" This has a clear meaning
aged to ban prayer in school. Even that only a socialist utopian could dissilent, voluntary, non-denominational, organized
groupprayerhasbeenforbidden. Why?Whatharm
can that do? Teach kids
right from wrong?Teach
young kids to respect one
another?Mygosh! What
horror! Wecan'tpossibly
let that happen, can we?!
Even more numbing .....,,;,;;;,;,;;...............,;;,;;;;;........;;;;;;;;;__,;....,;........,_ _._

sons derived from religion are ahient
fromschools.Forgetthetechnicalitiesof
different religions, all religions spread
the positive ~ge of virtue to all
people, eventopeoplelikemyselfthatdo
not go to church every Sunday. One
doesn 'teven have to believe in a particular god to learn to care for their fellow
man(orwomanforPoliticalCorrectness
goof-balls) and to obey a moral oode,
which is the standard ~gefiomany
cburchandamessagethatnobodyseom
to get anymore. Look in our inner cities
where religion of any kind is all but
absent Someoneblowingsomeoneelse
away incold blood isalmaitaneveryday
occunm::e. Ou- inner cities are void of
religion both in the public am private
sectors. Directly proportional to the absence ofreligion is the absence ofvirtue,
theabsenceofvalues,andtheoosenoeof
character. If people do not believe in a
higher authority than the government,
then we are all ill trouble.
The scooru1 prootem in removing
religionfrom people' slives isthelCD>ns
of history. Those who try to remove
religion fiom people's lives want to replare it with faceless bureaucrats and
~ n t . Ifourfuith inreligioosvirb.le is destroyed, that void would have to
be filled wilh something else. The comnmnists and hberals (Is there a diflereoo:.?)thatwanttoremovereligionwant
to fill that void wilh a man-made god
called the state. Just take a look at some

tori. These clauses mean that the government is prohibited from establishing a state religion, as in England, but
no barriers can be erected against the
practice ofany religion. It does not, in
anyway, mean that religious practices
are to be forbidden in public places or
where public money is spent. An example ofthis First Amendment misreadingwould be when cities are forced
to put enough Santa Clauses in a town
Christmas display to satisfy the local
chapter of the ACLU. Actually, that
\\OtdJv..:,,, 1uiJlh.111v1thcFirst AJnendment because a religion-related practice would be forbidden.
Despite its clear meaning, liberals
use the First Amendment to di~ipate
the religious importance in the American way of life and to remove all
religious content from American, history textbooks. Despite the decisions
oftheSupremeCoort, theFirstAmendment was not intended to remove all
activitybetweenchwchandstate. The

Exercise Clause and Establishment
Clause have been stretched far beyond
the intended meaning oftheir authors,
our Founding Fathers.
This successful removal of religion is, in fact, making God unconstitutional. The Founding Fathers did
not intend for this country to be a
country void ofreligion in
the public sector. National
Review reported that a recent study of 15,000 documents from the Colonial
era found the Bible the
most quoted source, with
34%ofthedocuments. No
other source came halfway close. Alexis de
Tocquevine once wrote,
"Religion is needed.. .in democratic
republics most of all."
The United States of America is a
country with its moral base in religion.
Benjamin Franklin, who was a nonChristian, told the Constitutional Convention in 1787 that each of their
sessions should start with a prayer and
each day did, in fact, start with a
prayer. It is now unconstitutional to
have a prayer at a high school graduation, but yet the Constitutional Convention began each day with a prayer.
Thomas Jefferson, a Deist, included both the words "Creator" and
"God'' in the Declaration oflndependence. Since it mentions "God", is the
Declaration of Independence now
unconstitutional? And remember, the
Supreme Court ofthe United States of
America has the Ten Commandments
on the very room it meets in, so is the
Supreme Court now unconstitutional?
Removing religion from people's
lives creates two problems. First is the

IJying to wipeoot religion in pm ofthe
state: N32i Germany, the Soviet Union,
Comnrunist C1tina, am North Korea. Is
that what we want for America? Ifit is, '
then may God help us all.
Joshua Ramey Is the UC
OpinionEditor

The Appalachian culture is not how many classes in the study of
mediocre by comparison to the one , other cultures? It is true that America
these professors are depicting as seems to have become a monoculture
"normal" and "good." It isa proven and has begun to suffocate all creative
fact that one of the most important imagination. Gurney Norman, a prodetermining factors ofsuccess in edu- fessor at Kentucky State University,
cation is for the students to feel as if said during an Appalachian Spring
they belong. Yet, at SSU, there are Festival that regional literature and
some teachers (both local and trans- culturestudyhelpsovercomethealienplants) who are making students feel ation that is epidemic in American
they do not belong or that they are Literature and the culture of English
abnormal. Perhaps the students in literature. Norman continued by saytheir own Appalachian culture are ing that regional identity reinforces a
not the ones who need to change but healthy national identi~. Without lothe teachers who are placing them- cal life and identity, so-called national
selves above their students. They are identity becomes empty statism. To
continuing a process that started \\itb study our own region in relation to the
the earliest elementary teachers: not global shift is to participate in the
allowing their students to develop cre- primary fact of world-life in our time.
Universities should be encouragatively, not challenging their students.
This produces students who are wi 11- ing and inspiring the imagination and
ing to have things decided for them. critical thinking of their students, not
Just how many Appalachian stud- "teachingdown" to them. I read someies classes does SSU have? Only where that no institution in America is
two that I am aware of. Compared to more "divorced from Appalachia than

the higher educational system which
resides within it." My question would
have to be: In a culture that has an
extremely high dropout rate (higher
thanthenationalaverage). whywould
professors wantto demean, belittle, or
degrade their students? I have dropped
out of several classes as a result of
being "taught down" to. These socalled educated professors should
know that they will get out of their
students what is e:\-pected of them.
Whywouldn 't they want ore:\-pect the
best from their students?
The professors, by "teaching
down," are making some of their
Appalachian students shameful of
who they are and where they come
from .• These students have lived all
their lives in small towns but want to
be sophisticates of the world. Even
my daughter's father, who is Appalachianand the smartest man I know,
speaks as if he were separate from
Appalachia saying, ..They are bliss

in their ignorance."
Itis time to stop the discrimination
that would not be tolerated if it were
againstanyotherminori~. Cincinnati
has included Appalachian American
as a protected class in the city Human
Rights Ordinance and thelosAngeles
Times has placed "hick" and .. hillbilly" on a list of words to avoid This
is a start, but change
come from
within. Professors have got to realize
that education and intelligence are two
different things. They must start to
give Appalachian students an education. Students already have intelligence.
Just a last thought: If your spring
schedule isn't complete, maybe you
should consider Eleanor Marsh's Appalachian class. Anda word of thanks
to a few of SSU' s teachers who do not
"teach down" but e.xpect the best from
their students-Dr. Barb Edwards, Dr.
Edward Miner, Dr. James Flavin,
Bill Hanlon, and Richard Stoner.

is the Supreme Court decision to remove the Ten Commandments from
public school bulletin boards. This is
strange, consideringthatthevery room
in which the Supreme Court meets has
the Ten Commandments on the wall.
Is there some hannful message contained in the Ten Commandments that
the Supreme Court is protecting innocent school children from? As Ted
Koppel once said, "They are not the
Ten Suggestions." Thou shalt not kill,
thou shalt not steal, and thou shalt not
w, ct thy neighbor" s wife arc not c.,actly dangerous lessons to teach to
young people, regardless of religion.
Supreme Court Justice Clarence
Thomas said during his nomination,
" ... when they took God out of the
schools, the school went to Hell." He
wentontosay, "Religioniscertainlya
source of positive values and we need
as many positivevalues in the schools
as we can get." Amen!
This vicious assault on America's

afthegovemmemsthathavetriedorare

Do University professors discriminate against Appalachians?

Donna Kerecz

uc Staff Writer

Not long ago a former adjunct
faculty member told me he was told
by fellow professors that students at
SSU needed to be "taught down" to.
I believe this man because I, along
with other students, have experienced this discrimination. Yes I'm
calling it discrimination! There is no
other word that can be used when
teachers use stereotypic generalizations and jokes about their so-called
"uneducated, uncouth, inbred, poverty-stricken students."
I wonder if these professors realize that they are culturally deficient
teachers who are refusing to acknowledge the uniqueness of the
Appalachian culture. And in so doing they are helping to perpetuate
the myth that Appalachians must give
up their way oflife in order to fit into
mainstream middle-class society and
become a "success."

must
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Chronicle interviews Jazz Caribe performer~=========--

by Jay Arr Henderson

uc Chief of ProducJ:iou

On Monday, February 14, Bob
Griffiths stopped by '/he Chronicle
offices to talk. With him were Derek
DiCenzo, a steel drum player from
Columbus who is part of the band
which backs up Bob, and Melanie
Warman, of the Southern Ohio Museum and Cultural Center, which presented Bob's Jazz Caribe show.
Bob is a tall man with a warm,
engaging smile. He got rightto busi-

ness.

BG: So, my friend, what do you
want to know?
UC: Well, for starters, how' d you
end up in a dumpy little town like
Portsmouth?
BG: (laughs) Ihaven 'tfoundPortsmouthtobeadumpylittletown.lwas
in this area earlier, in the fall. I enjoy
playingsmallertowns. Yougetkind
oflost in big towns; you don't get that
personal touch.
About a year and a half ago, I
showcased at the Ohio Art Presenters
Network. That is an organization that
gets together yearly to deal with arts
issues in Ohio and they provide an
opportunity for artists or their agents

to sell their shows. I was fortunate
enough to be selected to showcase. I
got quite a bit of work out ofthal
UC: Is Jazz Caribe your band or
justabandthatwasselectedtoplaythe
same date?
BG: Jazz Caribe is actually the
name ofthe show. I approached it that
way because, economically, in the situation I'm in, I can't afford to fly a full
bandandinstrumentsarouoothecoontry. So basically the show is composed
of myself and whoever I happen to
bring with me, whoever'savailable.
The show's concept is to blend
Caribbean music and jazz and take
people on a little musical tour of the
West Indies. I think the name of the

simple in its rhythms and structure as
opposed to jazz which can be more
complex. It's a good blend. We do
mostlyvocalswithafew instrumentals.
UC: Are you doing any of the
newer sounds coming out of Jamaica
andtherestoftheWestlndies?
BG: Some. Often we impart some
of the newer rhythms to the older,
more traditional stuff. Now I'm reaching a new generation which hasn't
ever heard some of the stuffBelafonte
made popular. Our show is not really
based on Harry's stuff; there have
been a lot of other significant writers
of that time and style. But I find that
era, when he was popular, to have
more...fun and more story than any
show,Jaiz Caribe, communicates what other. And the storylines are ones that
you're going to gel
areespeciallyappealingtokids.
UC: What is your repertoire?
MW: Bob will be doing a show for
BG: I would call it a blend of somechildrenlatertodayattheFourHany Belafonte and George Benson. teen th Street Community Center. You
There are traditional folk songs from should come.
the West Indies, there are some origiUC: Thank you, Melanie. I'll be
nal songs done in the Caribbean style, there.
there's a strong jazz influence, e ~
BG: Good.
cially in my guitar-playing. George
UC: So you might have a little
Benson is my favorite guitarist.
reggae sound blending in, but that's
Caribbean music is basica Uy not really what you 're about?
BG: Oh, Ido reggae tunes. Reggae
is from Jamaica and reggae is one of
themorepopularstylesofmusicinthe
Inmates should be wanting to work world. So of course I do it. Butl don't
their w~y out so that they're in a less
do a lot of reggae.
secure prison that has rehabilitation
Sometimes I have to take my auditx-fc-rc t11cy c:m he rcka~d. . .
ence into consideration, too. IfI we~
UC:Iunderstandthat1dea1Sgomg playing primarily cldls-in a dance
to be implemented.
JL: Last week, as I understand it,
$$USTUDENTSPECIAL
they said they were going to make it
SHOW YOUR SSU STUDENT
one inmate to a cell and no one could
IDFORS5Off
be paroled directly from Lucasville.
INCOME TAX RETURN
I also talked about...Sometimes
PREPARATION
the lawsuits that are brought by in353-2042 '
mates raise valid constitutional ques"Qwik-Tu"
tions about "cruel and unusual punishmenl" Often these suits are settled too
quickly and without detailed thought
about the issues ,aised.
DMR
Tu Senicc
Butl don't think its reasonable for
734 Fiftll St., Pol'tlmollda ·
the state to build high-tech or sophisOPEN Mon-Saa 9-5
ticated recreational yards for these
by appt. oaly
inmates,andyetwedon'thavemoney
WALK-IN'S WE~OME ..
to buy textbooks for kids in schools,
·
WfO,,fl
letaloneaplayground. There'ssomething wrong with our priorities.
UC: Do you see any long-term
answer to the problems ofprisons and
crime?
JL: I think a lot of people get into
crime because they don't have a full
education and they have no job opportunities.
UC: As you may know, the college, asa resultoftheriots, isno longer
sendinginstructorstoSOCFandtheir
educational opportunities have
dwindled to nearly none. Should educational opportunities be reinstated?
JL: Ifullyunderstandthevalueof
education in·rehabilitation. However,
when we look at the cost of a college
education these diys, we have to ask
ourselves: Is it right to provide for
criminals-for free-whathard-work23',~ fjallla Street
ing, law-abiding citiz.ens often can't
Portsmouth, Ohio
afford?

Long continued from I

UC:Haveyoufollowedourmural
project?
JL: Your Mavor Gerlach alwavs
speaks very highly of the mumls.· I
haven't had a chance to see them yet.
UC: You should see them while
you're here. They're excellent.
Arooowforsomethingcornpletely
different... What about the new legislation regarding Southern Ohio Correctional Facility?
JL: lam on theCorrectkmal Institution Inspection Committee that is
assigned the jobofnot only inspecting
theprisonsbut analyzing and making
a determination as to why the riot
occurred and what we can do to prevent something like that from happening again. IL came to quite a few
conclusions and I would be happy to
send you a copy of the recommendations I made back in December.
UC: Thank you, we'd like to see
those.
JL:Thereareabouttwentyofthem.
For one thing, I wanted to elevate the
security.
Weshouldn 't place the employees
and the corrections officers in really
dangerous situations like the one that
occurred on Easter Sunday where only
threeorfourcorrectionsofficerswere
told to monitor and supervise three or
four hundred inmates in a recreation
area. That shouldn' t happen.
I also said we should operate a
maximum-security facility as a maximum-security facility. The kind of
folks who are going to be placed in a
maximum-security facility are not the
kind of folks who are going to be
automatically released back into the
community, parote!from Lucasville.
They' re more the predator type of
criminal that's really the "bad guy."

environment-I would do a lot more
reggae. I would do a Marley tune,
becauseMarleyisanimportantreggae
artist. I'm a Jamaican; how can I not do
Marley?
It's a fun show. One of the things
Istrivefor...lwantyoutowalkoutand
say, "That was fun !"
I've been to shows where the artist
just blew me away with his talent, but
I walked out not feeling that I'd had
·fun. Maybe after the artist demonstratedhowtalentedhewasduringthe
firsttwosongs, hehadnothingmoreto
offer.
I want my concerts to be fun. I
oftenbringpeopleuponstage. That's
especially good when you work with
kids.
UC: You enjoy playing to chitdren?
BG:I'mabigkidatheart.
MW: Bob's background might be
a big factor in his show. I think we sent
you a bio on Bob. Did it mention that
he's a teacher?
UC: No, it didn't.
BG:That'sbecauseldidn'thavea
full-timeteachingpositionatthetime
the bio was written. I now teach fulltime at a middle school. I teach technology, shop, a little p.e.
UC: It seems like you should be
teaching music full-time.I could put in
a good word with the administration
here for you.
BG: I studied science. I was goiug
to be Mr. Chemistry Teacher.

UC: Have you been back to Jamaica recently?
BG: Not since '88. I say I'm going
back for a visit every year. I almost
went this year.
UC: Fora musicianfromJarnaic:a.
there must be a tremendous desire to
go back because of all the exciting
musical things happening there: all the
new sounds, the dub poetry...
BG: Right Actually, while the
namemaybenew,thatkindofsinging
has been going on for twenty-five or
thirty years. It• s exciting but, because
I'mnotlivinginthatsituation,itmight
not tie in as strongly as you would
expect.
.
UC:Incidentally, before I forget,
are you related to Marcia Griffiths,
another musician from Jamaica?
BG: Did you hear her version of
ElectricAvenue?Idon'tknowifwe're
related or not. Griffiths-with an 's' on
the end-is a very rare spelling. So
there's a good chance that we are. But
in slave history, it wasn't unusual for
slaves to take the last name ofwhoever
captained the boat that brought them
to Jamaica. So we could have been
from two distinct families, that came
over under the same captain but on
trips years aparl But. .. who knows?
The horrible thing about being the
descendants of slaves is that you have
so little past. I would love to know
more about where my people came
from originally, but I probably never
will.
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Chinese Food Eat In & Take Out

Lunch & Dinner Buffet;
All yon ean eat:!
$2.75 - $6.95

W-e Deliver!
Open 7 Days a Week
Sun.-Thurs.; 11:00a.m.-10:00p.m.
Fri.& Sat.: 11:0011.m.-ll:OOp.m.

Tela (6~4) 354•S%09/354·SZ09
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Dayton home to new breed of alternative rock

I'm sorry there was none of my ' want to know how bad) and Throwstuff last week, but I think Brian is ing Muses vocalist Kristin Hersh.
trying to phase my column out of
Coming up next week:
the newspaper. I figured so w~en I The incredible, white-hot
came in last week to type, when release from Candlebox.
Mr. Overman told me not to bother
As most everyone has
hanging my coat up.
noticed, alternative music
In all honesty, releases have has been breaking ground
been kind of dry since Christmas. in the last few months, and
There is some major stuff coming gaining acceptance and airin the month of March, including play all over the U.S. One
new stuff from Soundgarden and of the main pioneers of this
the new Motley Crue. As for now, recent surge in music is a
I'm trying to get my hands on·new band out of Dayton, Ohio,
releases from NKOTB (yeah, I called the Breeders. Just
know, it 'II probably suck, but I just about everybody knows this band

from their first single and MTV
Buzz Clip "Cannonball," a raw-

seem to like, but few seem to unders!and. Their current single
"Divine Hammer," seems
to be the exact opposite in
regards to sound, but it's
gaining
popularity
among the masses.
As for the rest of their
album, last Splash,
it's ...well, it's different.
It kicks of with "New
Year," then goes through
a roller-coaster ride of
songs ranging from
harder-5ounding stuff to
more mellow stuff. Some of the

sounding little ditty which many

Beegle brings horoscopes to The University Chronicle
Aquarius (Jan. 21- Feb. 19)

18th is positive.

Happy birthday to the eleventh
sign of the zodiac. This week it
looks like your luck has turned for
the better. Bepreparedinyourstud- ·
ies/work and your preparation will
pay off tremendously. On the other
hand, romantically speaking, unpredictable circumstances might arise.
Be cautious.
Pisces (Feb. 20- March 20)
Be extra good to yourself this
week. Go to the health club which
may result in an extra dreamy fish.
Don't let anyone emotionally blackmail you into doing something you
feel uncomfortable with. Be strong
and assertive. Lucky day this week
is Wed. the 16th.
Aries (March 21-April 20)
It seems that your energy level is
highandyou'rereadytoparty. Don't
overlook chores. Take care ofbusiness; then enjoy yourself, knowing
you've done your job. Your lucky
days are numbered but Friday the

Taurus (April 21- May 21)
The bull is losing his/her cuddly
side this week. On edge? Yes.
Probably a result ofinternal conflict
at home. A new relationship may
brighten your
week so don't be
too stand-offish.
You've learned
from past experiences and are
ready to deal with
fresh opportunities.
Ge m i n ·i
(May 22 - June
21)
You have an
enormous appetite for new information. Feed it! This week the twin is
blessed in the pocketbook. Don't
close your mind to new and strange
opportunities. You may want to
expand your luck in the lottery. (Hint,
#14)

Cancer (June 22 - July 23)

Let your creative side come out
this week. Be spontaneous! The
lunar girl isn't doing well in the
career scene, but things will soon
change. Around the 20th try to see

Tracy's Scop.e
·by

1t~~¢Y _lJ:~.~gle
yourself as more passionate. The
response could be overwhelming.
Leo (July 24 - Aug. 23)
You usually get what you want,
but don't go overboard and try too
hard. You just might sink. Be open
and approachable to others. Relax

&&'~&'~
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other tracks include "I Just Wanna
Get Along," •"Invisible Man,"
"Drivin' On 9," and "Flipside."
Overall, this album is decent.
It's got its strengths and weaknesses, but it's got a good variety
of sounds and tracks on it so that
there's something that almost anybody will like. ***

Questions? Comments? Suggestions? Send all entertainment
correspondence to: FEEDBACK,
c/o The University Chronicle.

Martin Poston is the UC
Entertainment Editor

tionships. Concentrate on developing creative side.
Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22)
This week family and social obligations can not ,be ignored any
longer. Get on the ball and keep it
rolling. Youarevulnerabletomaterialistic wants. Make a distinction
between good an~ gold. Today is a
great chance to find serenity.
Sagittarius (Nov.23- Dec. 21)

You feel pulled between work
and play. Delegate tasks and share
responsibilities and you'll manage
tohavetimeforboth. Yourneedfor
romance is at an all time high. Do
yourself a favor, put away that extra
cash and pretend is doesn't exist.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 20)
This week you are eager to spend.
Shop around. Your friends will comfort you in time of need. Remember
to return the favor when needed.
Look forward to fewer worries than
last week. Now is your time in the
sun. Shine!

Just when yo_
u thought
it Wa•S·• Sa.fe
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Libra (Sept. 24

-Oct. 23)
You are in a spell of good luck,
but balance your own needs with
those of loved ones. The good news
here? As Venus kicks into gear you
can forget about struggles with rela-

.

INSIDEMARTING'S DEPA'R.TMENT·STORE
L5l5. SIXTH STREET
. ·PORTSMOUTH. OHIO
~

and appreciate your life. The lion
this week is doing well with internal
affairs. Keep it up. Your lucky day
is the 19th. Make the best of it.
Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23)
Exercise will make you feel great
and you'll think that .
there is no problem
loo big too solve.
Valentine's Day
may have left you in
a trance, don't be
naive. Yourlowkey
attitude saves you
from unnecessary
conflict and your intelligence gets you
where you need to
go.
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Shawnee BilliaYds
908 811111 St. 353-9147

Billiards * Ping-Pong* Video Games
Full size tables and Coin operated tables.
SSU Discounts on full size tables with

VALID 1.0. ONLY!

8-BALL Tournaments every Wednesday night
Mon.-Thur.1:00-11:00

Fri. & Sat 12:00-1:00

Sun. 1:00-11:00

Bui one person, one hour second person half price coupon offer

~----------------------·
Fun for the Whole f••lly
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A Specfal Pull-Out from The University "<:Jiron

Wessel breaks record; becomes all-time leading scorer
by Becky Fogate

uc Sportswriter

Jenni Wessel broke SSU's alltime leading scoreat the February
12th women's basketball game held
at Ohio Dominican, with 1292 career points for Shawnee State. She
surpassed the previous record, held
by Kim Danner's mark of ti89
points.
She was presented a plaque, ~nd
recognized as NAIA Division II
player of the week when she scored
49 points fo; the week of January
9th.

In this week's MOC Statistics,
Jenni Wessel is 2nd in scoring at
20.4 points per game; 3rd in rebounding at 10.4 per game; 2nd i~
fieldgoalpercentageat6l.5%;and
7th in blocked shots at I per game.

a

.Jenni Wessel became SSU's all-time leading scorer as
junior, surpassing
the mark set by Kim Danner. Presenting Wessel with a plaque for NAIA
Division II Player of the Week (for the week of .January 9) are .Jim Arnzen,
SSU Athletic Director and women's head coach Robin Hagen-Smith.
·
Photo by
_ Martin Poston

Bears' Jackpot

A new cash giveaway is being
co-sponsored by the Athletic Department and Intramural Committee
and the SSU Athletic Boosters.
The first Shawnee State Bears'
Jackpot will be held February 19 at
the men's basketball game. Funds
raised will be used to allow all Shawnee State athletic divisions who
qualify to attend play-offs and nationals.
Tickets are $ I00 eac~ and each
tic;:ket admits two persons to the
·1-@ame. Yoo- need not be present to
win. Only 200 tickets will be sold.
There will be twenty $100 winners
and one $5000 winner, as well as a
special drawing for $500 for all nori~
winning members.
For information call Pat Moore
at 355-2208.

Shawnee State University women take victory over Urbana
by Becky
Fugate
UC Sportswriter

I entered the
first half with a
score of l 3 for
the home team,
08 for the visitors .
Annie
Maines made a
two-point score
for the Bears,
with an assist
by
Jenni
Wessel.
The
Bears
were

Cathy Riggs (54) looks to pass to Robin Bugg (50) in the second half -against Urbana.
__
.
.
·
·
Photo by Teresa Young

e;l~~;pull out win after slow start:
by Martin Poston

uc Entertainment Editor

The Shawnee State men's
basketball team survived a
poor first half to pull out a
win against Ohio Valley College on Thursday at the James
A. Rhodes Athletic Center.
The Bears shot a lackluster 39 percent in the first half,
compared to the Bulldogs' 50
percent. Ohio Valley al~o
outrebounded SSU as they
took a 44-29 lead into the
locker room at halftime.
The Bears came out in the

second half setting the nets
ablaze, going on an 18-3 run
toknotthescoreat47 . SSU
then took the lead on its next
possession and the lead
changed only twice after that
point, and the Bears won 7874 . SSU shot 50 percent to·
OVC's 3 I percent in the second half.
The Bears were led by
Randall Pennington with
18 points while Pat Beard
had 14 points and pulled
down a team-high 14 rebounds. Mike Helton and

game against Urbana, on when she stepped in the way
this Valentine's Day, Feb. of Debbie Keeler in mid14.
shot. The Bears left the first
Three scores by Jenni half with a 91 % field goal
Wessel and a lay-up by Wessel average, and a 73% free
a.nd Nikli Jackson were ac- throw average.
quired in a few minute's time.
In the second half of the
The girls racked up a total of Urbana Women's game, Tifthirty points by the widdle of fany Clayton shot two
the first half, while Urbana trifectas within minutes of
was still struggling at sixteen. each other, followed by one
An open shot was landed by Annie Maines and one by
by Nikki Jackson, while Renee Walls at 38 seconds
DebbieKeelershotfromthe left in the game. This
side with a two-pointer for brought us to 4-6, and 67%
Urbana. A foul was called for the win. The final score
on the Bears• Joy Salyers ended at 100-70.
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R y a n
Hudson
each
added I I.
T h e
B e a r s
p I a y
against
Wilmington
College
on Thursday and
W a -1 s h
University on Travis Merry shoots over Ohio Valley College's Greg Gaines in the fint half.
Saturday. _
·
· Photo by Martin Poston
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Upcoming
(MOC IN CAPS) _
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Rio Grande
Cedarville
Urbane
Walsh
Ohio Dominican
Shawnee State
Mt. Vernon Nazarene
Tiffin

8

5
6
!
5
6
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I.

OEE

PCT

.818
.667

2
4
5
6
6
6
6
10
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85.1
86.5

.eoo
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82.8

80.8
79.4
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w
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91.8
82.4
85.9

80.5
85.8
84.7
87.7
93.5
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10
14
8
10
13
17

14

13

99.9

81.8
86.9

88.8
94.8

.654
.583
.533

9

if.4

01:E

.778

8

21
17
14
16
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15
10

82.5

.704

81.9
81.2

.643
.536
.370
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86.4
90.0
90.3

78.9
87.8
88.0

.619

88.6

86.5

Monday. Ftbru•rv~4
Findlay at wavne tate, 7:30

'f/lM11Y, F~ary 16

NA atALSH, 7:00
RIO GRANDE at CEDARVILLE, 7:30
SHAWNEE STATE It MT. VERNON NA.
OHIO DOMINICAN at TIFFIN, 7:30

Th~l11Y,
F a ~ 17
TIF i It O
, 7:30

at
at
····-----------------------------------·········----------------·--··-·-···--··--------------------------·-···
Rio Grande at Central State,
14 10 .583 91.8
88.1
2

Findlay•

Melone•

•Findlay and Malone are not competing for 1993-94 r19ular

_.,_

IMIIO, <leff
NIXIIE, T,son
POI.ACIC, lobby
IIOlilt, Todd
JANEi, Art ·
DUI, lryan
JIWILL, IUIHl l
NOGAII, Nark
WUD, Qrlt
IEMIA, El
ILOCICID INOTI
.... T. .
IMIID, Jeff
POLM:lt,

lobbr

DUIIOEII, Anthon)'
, MOGAN, Nark

MID-OHIO CONFERENCE - MEN
[ALL GAMES - THROUGH GAMES OP 02/12/94]

IICMI, Todd

-Tiffin
-Findlay
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•Urbenl
-Sh...-. ltate
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•V.leh
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ALNOND, Anthony
•Findley
NOOII, Tyson
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•Cedarville
IIADL!Y, Jeff

. _.,__
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I

IIIIOLICI, Natt
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-Nalont
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0
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14J
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FIEE THROW PEIIClNTAGE (Nlnl-..n 2,0 FT -.de per.->
FT
.CL
Ii
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Jr 26
IIAIIG, Joeh
•Cedlrvlll•
•Urbine
EVERSLEY, Narc
Jr 24
52
•lllewnN ltete
56
Jr Z6
MILTON, Nfk•
Sr 29
92
-vale!\
YOUIIG, Scott
,r JO
67
M!YH, Doug
•V.lell
61
•Nt. Vernon Na1ar ,r ZI
OAPPII CM, lcott
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•...._ ltet•
56
Ir 21
•nv, Trev!•
•llo Grandi
zz 80
IIGWELL,
,r Z4
•flndley
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•tt

Frjday. Ftbr~ry 18

1111on championship.

Lau Erie at iffin, 7:30
S1tu1day, Flbruary l 9

WALSH at HAWNEE STATE, 3:30
OHIO DOMINICAN at CEDARVILLE, 7:3
RIO GRANDE at MT. VERNON NAZAPIE
Findlay at Malone, 7:30

1993-94 CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS REPORT • TEAM LEADERS
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IUGLICN, Mitt
HIIG, Joeh
LANIER, Jerry

CL
lo

Ir
Jr
Ir
Jr
lo

0

22

27
2S
Z4
27
24

'"Jr 29
17

Ir 24
Ir :so

•Urbenl
•Nt. Vernan Na1ar
•Tiffin
•Tlfftn
•Ohio D•lntcan
-Findley
•Tiffin
-Nelone
-Cedll'Yfll•
•Ghio Dalnle.,

TOT

,a
Z09

" ...

,,.

IIIOllTI

41

.,

56

ZZ7 26 1Z7
116 110 69
177 67
116 S6 139
190
0 101
219 49 92
141 J] Z2
169
z 133
Z41
4 IS
CLAII
Ir
Jr
Ir
Jr
Jr
Jr
II'

G

24

ZI
Z7
17
24
12
27
27

...
Jr
Jr

Z6

'l.7

FlfLO GOAL P£1CINTAOE (Nini- 4,0 FO ad9 per
CL . 0
•Nalane
Jr 27
HOGAN, Nert
lo 24
POLACK, IClbby
•C-rvfl le
JMEI, Art
24
•Urbina
Jr 26
IIAIIA, El
•C-rvflle
•Findley
Ir 24
DINICOI, Gr ..
•Nt, Vernon Ne1er lo 27
JEWELL, lutffll
•Ohio D•inleen Jr Z4
ANTIITT, Steve
Ir 27
•Rio Grandi
110lPPIIII, Jeff
•Tiffin
JI' 17
TAYLOI, Andra
So
Z7
•Ito Aranda
SMYDH, lllawn

11--,--

MT. VERNON NAZ.
OHIO OOMINICAJ
Wilberforce
Malone, 7:30
7:30
Wilmington at ShawnH State, 7:30

...

TNRE!•POINT FG PERCENTAGE (Mini- 1.0
CL
,II'
-1110 lil'lnde
CAU>ILL~Ltrry
Sr
•llo Grinde
IICl!PPIIH, Jeff
lo
•FlndllY
SIEFKER, llel'ldy
so
•Urbana
IEIITLEY, lod
So
CAlV!I, Jnon
•Nelone
•ltlo Grande
lo
IIIYDII, lhewn
•llt. Vernon N•z•r Jr
P£11CINI, II ll
Jr
•Nalorw
MST, lick
•Findlay
TIICIIIAIIM, JOA
•llo Granda
Jr
CallNO, INtt

.,,.

AVII
5U Z:S.7
607 u.s
SS1 22,0
502 20,9
547 20.:s
481 20,0
579 20.0
337 19.1
47:s 19.7
SIS 19.5

...

56 .
60
S6
J4

45
22
47

47

45

46

2. 1

z. 1
z.o

1,9
1.1
1. 7
1. 7
1. 7
1. 7

FG X

190
178
176

301
291
Z9Z

.612
.603

154
101
183
141
136

265 .581
174 . ,580
316 .579
246 .sr:s
Z4Z .562

169

:m

zaz

per,-)
JFG JFGA
Z7
40
84
27
63
137
105
Z4
41
21
49 111
109
Z7
41
43
99
27
ZS 110 257
27
IO
J4
41
99
24
27 . Z7
66
G

z_J

·"'
.617
.599

JFQX
,476
.'60

.457
.441
.440
.434
.421
.425
.414
.409

2:00

W•dnttdlv. fthNICY 23
Wilberforce

Findlay, 7:30

Jbursdn,

24

URISANA 1t RIO GRANDE, 7:30

MOC 0lvl5lon II Tournament Fir5t Roun4

GOBEA~

lVE11

. . .,
FQ FGA

m

lunday.
E•~uaa 20
HAWNEETATE 1t URBANA,

Upcoming 0.

w
0
M
E

N

•rv1rl!':
UR8ANA at S
OHIO DOMINI

~,aday,

Fti,•

ALSH arF
MT. VERNON
TIFFIN at OHi

Wilberforce ••

NCCAA Dlsrrl,
Grace at C•dt

YffltJ!~M':i
RIO GRANDE

Walah at Lake
Rndlav It Sie1
NCCAA Distri

l~~'t~FM

RIO GRANDE
URBANA It T
Findl•v •t Mal
NCCAA Distri,

lfc'"' "" Ftb1
o r1nde at

MOC Division

Thura4tY, Ett
Wilberforce at
MOC Dlvlalon

Woman's Basketball Standings

M
E
N

•• 7:30

(ttvough 2/12/MJ

··------OV!RALL---·

---.;.cONFERENCE--

w
11

Rio Grande

___

Cedarville
Mt. Vernon Nazarene

Urbana
Ohio Dominican

.........

a

Findley•
Malone•

.._________

.__..

w

'2EE

CEE

.917
92.3
.800
81.7
4
.667
74.3
4
.836
73.5
8
.386
71.5
.364
70.7
7
9
.100
65.9
10 ..., ___________
.091
67.4
1
2

8
8
7
6
4
1
1

Shawnee State
Walsh
Tiffin

PCI

L

72.6

24

87.9

71.3
71.4
73.6
7!5.2
86.8
81.1

. ...

a•••-~----

13
14
11
11
16
3
1

L

gff

121;E

.115
.269

ea.2

78,2

.640

73.2 87.5

PCT

3
9
10
15
14
9
23
19

.889
.581
.1583
,423
,440

8

20

18

92.4
80.4
72.6
88.1
70.4
73.8

74.7
72.2
69.7
89.2
72.2
68.8
64.3 85. 1

.825

----.870
3

-- ·
80.!5 52.4

• Findlay and Malone art not competing for 1993•94 regular aeason championlhip.

1993•94 CONFERENCE BASKETBALL STATISTICS REPORT• IMDIVIDUAL LEADERS
MID-OHIO CONFERENCE - WOMEN
[ALL GAMES - THROUGH GAMES OP 02/12/94]

0

NE, 7:30

r· \.-

,,
'
• •

....,..

NOTE• To be ranked; a player auat appear in at leaat 501 of the
....
,

-. I
•v

IIIOUNDl•G

OIWM.D, P•

CLAR

•Malone

O'HLL, Kathy

·------

CAVI, locky

~f'f,MN,
5:30
HAWNEE STATE, 7:00

mx

CAN at MT. VERNON NAZ., 7:00

6

,7:00 · ·
NAZ. at SHAWNEE STATE, 7:00

0 DOMINICAN, 7:00
: Malone, 7 :00
er Ill Flnt Round
ll'Yillt, 6:00

COLLINI, Trfclo
IIGGS, Cothy
WIUIL, Jtml

AIIIITI

Erie, 7:00
l'\a Htlghtl, 7:30
er Ill Semifinals

1

Eltl, T,inyt
IMMI, LOf'I

WYTOII, TlfftnV
NcGAAW, Jenni

RITTER, SttctY

DfUMTO, Nolly

2:00

·
1t MT. VERNON NAZARENE, 2:00
IFflN, 2:00
lone, 5:15
r:t Ill ChMnP/onship

'91:YZZ

CumbeNnd, 5:15

II Tournament Flrat Round

i4
:''l'ry
io Grande,
7:00

U Tournam•nt Semifinals

-111---

-

NAITIII, Jodie
WTIWI, Nol leH
WIT1', LIM
11141111, AMfo

--lono
-Nt, vornon ••zar
·Sllowne. St•t•

ZJ
2Z

so

Z4

108

u

,,

IUGG, lobln
NOILLII, Kotlo

OIWALO, P•
11111, Tracey

MCGRAW, Jenni
CLIVII, Nicolo
WRIGHT, Lal~
W1'NM, Ntlt,..
IOELLEI, o•t•
NAIii, Nani.-

·lh...,.. ltato
·Ohio 0calnlc:en
•Malone
•W.loh

-Findlay
•Findlay

26
22

-Uf'blN
-C:odlrvtlle

•U,..,.
•Mt. Varn.,

79

..->

J.6

56
57

66

,1148

22
2J
Z1
2J
26
22

49
71

luar lo

J.9

FT X

so

lo

,.1

PTA

48

10
so

,.,
- 4,S

FT

22
26
24

,Ir

AVU

J.Y
J,7
J,7

ZJ

11

D.7

97
16
96

,oz

Ir
Ir
Jr
Jr

1.0

0.11
0,11

25

26

G

1,S
1. !>

100

Fr
so
sr
Jr

CL

94

1.9

25

FREI TNIOW PHCEIITACE (Nini- 2,0 FT _ . per

11-•To•

....,..

'·,
,.o

lo

•Cedorvlllo
•Tiffin
•lh_... Stat•

16

22

So

•Malone

19

G ...
25
122

Sr
Ir
Jr

6.7

25

21

J9

BJ

47

55
68

56
611
51

65
95
113
64
7'5

95

IWULTCII, Lori
SIIARDO, Anet•
WHIIL, JIMI
RILEY, ltacy
PACK, 1.-ntha
~Lb, P•

,.,1,J

zz

2Z

25

ICOII I IIG

11-•To•

7.9
7.1

47

37
. :11
JS

2~

WIS

1.2

,.,

48

Z7

IO

1.6

AWi

n

,r

..,

a .,.

24

Jr
Jr

11.4
10.6
10,4

,.,

167

ZS

Fr

A'III

U1

195

25

,Ir

•Pfndlay
-Ito Grande
•Ohio 0•lnicen

222
111

25

,1r

•Rio Grande
ltato

ua

21

Jr

•Malone

214
116

25

IO
Jr

•Tiffin
·Malone

zz
Z5
zz

276

27
14

Jr
Fr
Jr

•thellnN
COPILMO, Chrletln.·CedorvHlo
IIUFHIMI, HMther
•flndlay
NAHII, Monique
•Nt. Vernon laur

•-•T--

l
at SHAWNEE STATE, 6:00
at URBANA, 5:00

~19
at WALSH,

• IIIAIOO, ~••
OSWM.D, , .
O'DELL, Kathy

.ir
Jr
Jr
Jr-

Cl.All

•Cedarville

-Z74
-

26

tr

•llel . .

ll.OClm MOTS

.._.,..

net (MOC IN CAPSt

.ir

IIMILTCIII, Lori
•RIO Grandt
Wl!IIEL, .iennl
•Ill_,.. State
CGPELMO, Qlrtatlne•c•rvlll•
PILIITl, lholly
•Woloh
COLLIII, Tricia
•Ito Grenda
ITIUI, P•
•UrbonA
SIIAIDO, Anglo
•Tiffin
NCIIIU.LEII, Mlaty
•Wololl

ZG
4

.1157
,8311
,765

.n,

,747
•735
,734
,7JJ

.716

NAYS, Staci
Robin ,
ICAELIII, Karla
CLIVII, Nicolo

IUGG,

ITEAI.I

IIOIITI
JFG fl llUNI A\1£1
•Ito Grenda
DZ
G 1ZI 592 Z.Z,I
·Ttfftn
Jr Z5 217 J 7S 510 20.4
•..._. ltata Jr U 200
D 48 441 20.4
•Rio Gr_.
Fr 27 159 611 49 4ZJ 15,7
•lfellh
• IO 16 1DJ
Z 40 241 15.5
•NIilJr 24 156
D 97 369 15,4
•Urbana
Fr 2S 1J2 7J 47 J84 19,4
-lh..... ltot• Sr 22 139 11 41 JJ7 15.J
•Carvill•
fr 25 159 1J 48 379 15,Z
•flndley
.., ZJ 121 16 71 J4J 14.9

-

GUY, INtrfc•
HARTMAN, Nel luo
CLEIIH, llfcola
Nc:MILLII, Nlety
IOELLEI, Detlbta
NcGAMI, JIMI

WIIGNT, UTonve
TRENUMP. Lori
RILEY, Stacy
ll1'1'H, Stacev

CL

I
Ir &

•W.loll

T01'
fl

CUii

•C-rvlll•
•Findlay

-u......

·Fhwlay

•Ito Grando

64

Z.5
2.2

,,.Jr

Z2

2Z

49

ZJ

41

25

50

ZJ
ZJ

lo
lo
lo

21

Pr

27

26

Jr

•Findlay
•Rio Gr_.

Al/II

4l
62
62
59

.

•Ul'banli

....

15

lo

•llelth

G

Jr

46

z.z

54

2.0

FIILD GOAL PIRCIITAGI (Nini- 4.0 FG . . . per . . .,
1--T••
a. G PG PGA

IWIILTOII, Lori
WIIIIL, J..,I
IUGG, Robin
YHITT, Reboc:c:a
LAIIKIR, Mery

P'ACIC, 11111111\thl

•Rio Ir..
-lh..... lt1to
•lhawneo ltato
•flndl1y
•Tiffin
·W.1111

•Ttfftn
TIIONPICIII, CollNn •W.llll
OSWALD, P•
•NalSHAIIDO, ,,,.,.

0'NLL, ICethy

•llelone

Ir
Jr

Sr
Jr
Ir

lo

Jr
Ir

Jr
Jr

26
22
22
19
ZS
16

ZJ2
200
139
76
10J

243
1JJ
1119

22

217
92

407
118

ZS

134

Z71

25

24

103

156

JSZ

JZS

193

J07

lHREE·POllll FG PERC:EITAU (Nini- 1,0 _.per . . . )
a. G JPG JPGA
•Nt. Vernon Nazar Jr
24
47 10J
FIOIT, Cllor
Jr 22
49 110
CLAffCIII, Tf fftnV ·Iha..,._ ltata
•Nt. V•rnon la&ar Ir Z4
96 139
WEIIH, Ive
ltato
Jr ZZ
JJ
14
NAIIIS, Anni•
lo 2J
26
61
IIARTNAN, Nell••• •Cedln,lllt
•Nt. Vernon la&ar Ir
24
27
71
IIOWII, Lort
. RILEY, Stacy ·
•Rio Grande
Pr Z7
61 112
•Ohio Dcalnlc:an Ir Z6
5J 14J
NOILLER, Katia
-Rio Gr_.
Ir 26
51 141
C10Ut!, NI chell •
·W.llh
Jr ZJ
Z2
61
ALI.El, lhol ley

..... ,-ea .

•Ill•..,..

Z.9
Z,7
2.7
2,7

2.1

z.o

FG I

,659
.615

.sn
.571
.949

.534
.5JJ

.517
.SOI
.494

JPGS
.456

.445
.40S
.S9J

.w
.JIG
.J74

.J71

.!62
.J61

.Joe Smith
reads .passages
from Dt. Marti.nLuttie~
King's "I
Have a
Dream" during halftime of
the men's
match-up
against O~io
Valley.

Photos by Martin
Pt)sto11. UC Photo
Editor

.H appp Daps Pizza
2~22 Scioto T'iJii( Ports,n,puth, Ohio
Annie Ma Iris l•Y! the ball In during thf first
of the Bear's ga.-ne against Urbana, ·

Pho.n e

hialf .

. . .;.

Monday-Thursday 10:30-11:00
Friday F():30- 12~·00
· ~qfu.r qay 4: 00-12:00
Sunda:y 4~'. 00-11: 00

· • ;• • • • • • • •sitEtt1A1bs.

. raw ~n~it~Jh: 2 L.it~r.c,.f yc,µr ~hoic.~,-apd:<:;.tiip$.[·····-~·'·.

.$10~()0
}6t' 'F'-VO Item, ·?,.Liter pfyoµr ch<)ice~ and .Chips;.~.. .•...... .. ,$10.00
.. ·-·•· . .·.· 10% llisc9~nJ
all ssu students with vat lid _ID

to

RIZZA

Origin.ah.Cheese

12'' < ·.·

'$5.35 .
$ >[9()

18

16"

11

$q.50
$7.75.
$1;10 ·
$1 .20
PEPPERUNI--SAUSAGE.-HA.M.. ~MUSHROOMS~-GREEN ·• OLIVES
.GREEN
PEPPERS--BANANA
PEPPERS-~ONIONS-~EX.
-CHEESE
·.-:::::.
:
.·.-· .

Eac1iJtem
·. _.

.

.

.

·..

.sJ1:>s ......... ,.......:· ~.; ... ,.... ,.....~h, ... SrnaB $2:2~S...

. .:•.~arge $2. Q.~

·.l-Itµn&; Cheese Sub.,; .. , ... : ... .. ... Small $2'. 25t,,~ .•.••. ..,.Large $2 .9$

. Plz:zal3read ...... ,........... . ... ~,_ .. .... Sm;:ill$1 .90;... . .. ... :.Large $2:35
Each Add'l Item ... .... .........'.\·.... :.Small$ .30; . ·. ..'. .. L~rge $ .50
G:atl'ic Bread ... ..... '. ···,·········.•···••.•·~··•·: ..•. , ..•.. >
·M•·;p; .•..•. $· .80
.-:

SALADS
·•,

·Antipasta .. ......... , ..... .........•i .

~li~f

.'•................... ... .. . '..' ·: ...•... . .. Small

Large $3.15

S.alad .............. ~H··· ... _.~ . ............. . ..... . c-,• ·•··

. •.•..• Small $1 .'75

·

>. ..........

Garden Salad ... ...... ,... ... ~./?•····················
·····:..

D~INKS

,

_.

__

..•.·.

L~rge $2 ..75
Small $l.15
Large $2.15

. .

··.· .•. -.

2 L_iter PEPSI. .. ........ DIBT PEPSI ...... .. .. .. MT.
E>BW
.. ... ....... $1 .39
.
..
..

Bryari Dyer Is fouled by Melvin Baker ( 42) of
.O hio •v•Uey•in the second half.

.·•.</ / ..·

$2. l.5

.

'

.

..

.

.

..

.

..

.

...

